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SNO repeat hunter
Michael Diekmann,
Germany, and his
repeat guide Robert
Wagner enjoyed
boating in gorgeous
surroundings but had
to be relocated
to find this old,
memorable moose
over the last hill.

Pepe Martí, Spain, likes his
trophies large! Three big ones
in a single week – 62” moose,
almost record book ram,
almost record book caribou!
(Guide Harald)

South Nahanni

Gitta Werner,
Germany, had a
monster moose
move out on her on
day one, so she was
fast in pulling the
trigger on the next
moose and
her caribou.
(Guide Logan)
Our first Danish hunter Harald Henningsen
set Danish standards: a 55” spread moose
with high, wide palms and lots of points
that almost got him into the record book!
(Guide Hart)
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Jim Rae

Mark Hill, Minnesota,
took a great moose on
day 1, passed up several
caribou, and was very excited about his nice wolf
– a hard to obtain trophy!
(Guide Hart)

Byron Gagne

Byron van Hagen
Kid Rob Brown

Geoff Giesbrecht

Logan Donovan

Vance and Jane Diggins,
Colorado, enjoyed the hunt
of a lifetime – honestly! How
else would you call a 10-day
hunt with a 62” moose,
rutting action, a wolf taken
while skinning the moose and
a great caribou trophy
to finish off? (Guide Byron G.)

Outfitter Werner Aschbacher

Pilot Dave Hiltenkamp

Steve Anderson, Minnesota,
started with a big caribou,
saw close to 30 moose but
wasn’t successful on a mature,
57” trophy bull till day 8.
(Guide Logan)

Corporate Meeting

The boys in Action: Pilot Dave,
Guides Byron v.H. and Rob

Hans Wörndl, Austria, took
a few days for his moose,
had to be relocated to a
better location, and then
finished with one of the
biggest caribou of the
season. (Guide Robert)

Pilot Michael Dorsy
Trophy boiler Albert Kirchbauer

Our Australian mate,
Alan Buhagiar,
started with a nice
caribou, then had
to let a giant of a
moose walk away
when the bull got
sidetracked by a
cow. So Alan picked
another great moose
minutes later.
(Guide Rob)

Heinz Gemmer,
Germany, enjoyed
an outstanding
60th birthday present
from his wife:
a mature bull moose
and a big caribou.
Thank you,
Frau Gemmer!
(Guide Byron G.)

Still some left! – Guide Rob Brown

Getting ready for a moose hunt
on the South Nahanni River

Accommodations
while hunting sheep

Part of the SNO fleet –
Cessna 170 B and Bell 206 Jet Ranger

Stefan Landfried, Cook

Veronica Minte, cook
Outfitter kids: Anika, Lukas and Lynette –
Rob broke the tricycle...

Helga Obst, Cook
SNO Team: Sunny, Vero and Anika

Werner and Sunny Aschbacher
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Wolfram Volkholz, Germany, had been on several unsuccessful moose
hunts (obviously not with SNO). The first moose coming up to spike camp
the morning of day 1 was going to be his! Tickled with the moose he
added a really nice caribou. (Guide Harald)

Outfitter Sunny Petersen

NORTHWEST TERRITORIES

CA NA DA

Michael + Marc Hanewinkel,
Germany, spent 14 days in
the field. Michael took the
large 57” moose on day 1
and two caribou followed
soon, before hunting slowed
down due to grizzlies, young
rams and fierce winds (guide
Harald played tumbleweed
while in his tent).
Our 1st Chinese hunters, YongSheng
and Biao Li, currently British Columbia, gave it their best and are looking
forward to ‘one more crazy’ in a couple of years. (Guides Harald Rocca,
Byron Gagne + Byron van Hagen)

2011

Carl Asbell, Wyoming, was all smiles
with an unusually flared, heavy
ram. His goat, unfortunately, threw
itself off the cliff and couldn’t be
recovered. (Guide Rob Brown)
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In 2011 a large record book ram, green
scoring 173 SCI points with 43” lengths
on both sides, was definitely the highlight
of another very satisfying hunting season in
South Nahanni. Hunter Tim Aydt (cover image)
and guide Logan Donovan combined luck and
hard work while stalking this ram successfully
in early September. We are
expecting to see a few
awards over the coming
convention season.
Congratulations Tim
and Logan!
This season’s sheep hunting was made
challenging as hunters and guides fought
visibility and rain in July/August. Everyone
persevered and several rams made it close
to the 160 inch mark of the record book.
More hunters than usual were successful in
harvesting goats as add on animal, and
caribous and wolves were also taken (one
wolf amongst the top 20 of the world).

Byron Gagne to Base Camp: “Got’er done.”
Our helicopter – safe transportation

As of the 21st of August, the weather
reversed itself and the rivers had a chance
to recede after running high since spring
melt. Hunting for moose and caribou as well
as sheep and goat during the mixed bag
hunts proved very sporting and rewarding
with an average of 3 trophies taken per
hunter. Hunting luck also threw in a total
of 6 wolves and one 7 ft black bear.

SNO repeat hunter Malcolm
Bachand, British Columbia, flew in
with his own bushplane, and took
his second, at 14 inches, heavy based
ram with us. (Guide Byron v. H.)

Albert Fusella, France, got to
traverse a lot of terrain in the Ragged Range, taking home
two very nice trophy animals. (Guide Byron G.)

It only took Javier Gomez Fidalgo,
Spain, two days to harvest this
happy double of sheep and
caribou with guide Rob.

Martin, Birgit, Franziska and Sebastian Pichler + Stefan Knoll
(all Austria) constituted part of the South Nahanni crew in
spirit and attitude during an extended vacation.

Shawn Burks, Louisiana, + guide
Byron G. experienced National
Geographic moments when a black bear chased a goat right over
their packs. Shawn killed the bear at 6’; skull is just below record
book entry. The goat fell off a cliff but was recovered. The close
to record book ram is 13 years old; the moose was normal…
And all this in 10 days!

Francisco Garrote de Marcos, Spain, woke up to 5” of snow on day 1, but
immediately set out for caribou. The 14” base sheep had to wait till day 8.
(Guides Byron v. H., Rob, Logan)

Sheep hunting – fit physical shape,
determination, good boots

While caribou hunting got better with every
passing week and fine trophies abounded,
moose showed good antler growth and
good hunting at a success rate of 100% right
from the start of September.
Some big, mature moose
over 60 inches had us
smiling from the mountains
all the way into base camp
and beyond, with the largest
going into the top 200
range of the world in
the SCI record books.

Rams are us
Spike camp accommodations.

Tommy Howard, Mississippi,
got 10 days of excitement:
largest moose of the season –
at 62” spread going into the
SCI record book –, day one
ram, lost and recovered wolf.
(Guide Jim Rae)

(left) Tim Aydt hunting for the big ram
(right) Blending in while sheep hunting:
Hunter Jean Pierre Caujolle and guide Harald Rocca

Jean Pierre Caujolle, France, and
guides Harald + Logan Donovan
did some excellent sheep hunting
for a 12-year old ram.

Rob Brown – another day at the SNO office

SNO repeat hunter Michael Wilder
Ohio, got lucky on an old wolf but searched thoroughly for an old moose.
(Guide Robert Wagner)

Nothing beat that Ragged Range ram
though. Holding the Dall sheep’s trophy in
ones hands was awe inspiring for all who were
able to touch it. I know Tim Aydt will take the
best of care of it. Too bad; like most of us,
we would have volunteered to look after it..!

Kevin Meacham, Primos Hunting Videos,
dinner in spike camp

After the worst ever snowy caribou hunt in SNO, repeat hunters
Reinhold Jäger + Willi Bartosch, Germany, now sloshed through the
wettest sheep hunt ever, smiling nonetheless with an awesome ram +
giant wolf (in the top 20 of the world, 14 years old). (Guide Harold)

Iñigo Gallego Escribano,
Spain, made good use
of his 14-day hunt
taking sheep, goat,
moose and wolf; but is
still looking for a ‘boo.
(Guide Geoff Giesbrecht)

You have all seen this ram!
COVER – Tim Aydt, Ohio, and
guide Logan found a high
alpine moose on Sept 1, then
closed in on the monster ram.
Rick Rudie, Illinois, fought rain and
snow during the middle of August
but was successful on a 13-year old
ram with guide Byron G.
SNO repeat hunter Dan Baldo,
New York, enjoyed a joyous hunting trip with guide and friend
Jim Rae. There were sheep at 50 yards and caribou in the sunshine.

Thank you all – hunters, guides,
pilots, cooks, guests – for
another wonderful season!

SNO repeat hunter
Kevin Meacham +
Jordan Goza, Louisiana,
both of Primos Hunting
Inc., ‘The Truth About
Hunting’, spent an
excellent 12 days in the
field filming + hunting
6 animals with guide
Rob, who kept skinning
and grinning.

Jan de Backer, Belgium,
really came for a billy –
and took four species!
Wife Nadine entertained
the SNO kids in
base camp.
(Guide Byron v. H.)

Good hunting to you!

Jordan Goza, Primos Hunting Videos,
out sheep hunting

Wyatt Adams, Louisiana,
had a great time with guide
Sunrise Rob , a close to record book ram, absolutely thrilling goat
hunting and lots of marmots to look at.

Within two days Eddy Dankers,
Belgium, took a tremendous ram
and beautiful billy; and then spent
a week unsuccessfully looking for a
trophy caribou. (Guide Harald)

Steve Milhauser, Texas,
+ Byron G. were still
adjusting their hiking
poles by the tents on
day 1, when Logan
spotted trophy rams at
shooting distance. At
least Steve got to hike
two days for the biggest
billy of the season with
a 47” score in B&C.

SNO repeat hunter
Jan Boenicke, Germany,
part of the SNO inventory,
finally converted into a
very happy sheep/goat
hunter. His ram only
sports one horn due to
an unusual deformation!
(Guide Byron v. H.)
SNO repeat hunter
Vern Strong, Ohio,
hunted a good
week before
encountering this
awesome 62”
moose. Then it
was on to a 1-day
caribou. (Guide
Hart Schaupp)

SNO repeat hunter
Frank Bertram, Germany,
enjoyed his hunt for a nice billy
+ large, 12-year-old ram –
and had an absolutely GIANT
record book moose walk out
on him, getting wind at the
last minute. (Guide Rob)

Boating the South Nahanni River
was rich on experiences and
finally moose. A mature trophy
caribou rounded out the hunt
for Thomas Schwarz, Germany.
(Guides Hart and Byron G.)

